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Purpose & Objective
Previously it was shown that VSAB, the volume of gray matter that exceeds a z-score threshold when compared to a database of young healthy controls, can be helpful for distinguishing amyloid+ from amyloid- patients. In our current study we will evaluate a larger cohort of subjects along with the modification of using a probabilistic gray matter mask (GMM) for VSAB.

Methods & Materials
MRI scans from 10 subjects were segmented using FreeSurfer into GM and WM. The segmentations were transferred to corresponding florbetapir images for the same patients and transformed into template space using the florbetapir template registration. A mask was constructed for computing VSAB which includes only voxels which are at least 50% more likely to contain gray matter than white matter. 183 florbetapir PET scans were read in consensus by 3 readers, as described in Fleisher et al. (2011), and were classified as either amyloid+ or amyloid-. MIMneuro 6.3 was used without intervention to deformably register each scan to a common template space comprised of 3 florbetapir PET templates. Z-scores were computed for every voxel as compared to 74 young healthy controls within a probabilistic GMM. Z-score thresholds from 1.65 to 7 were considered for the computation of VSAB, defined as the percentage of voxels within the gray matter mask that exceeded the z-score threshold. The z-score volume threshold was defined by finding the best separation of the two groups.

Results
Agreement with consensus reads for VSAB at z-score thresholds 1.65, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 were kappa = 0.90, 0.92, 0.93, 0.92, 0.93, 0.94, respectively. The VSAB used were 45.9, 22.2, 8.6, 3.5, 1.7, 1.0 %, respectively. Using z-score 7 threshold the percent of patients classified correctly were 97.3%. For the visually positive cases, 66/68 (97.1%) were correctly classified and for the visually negative cases, 112/115 (97.4%) were correctly classified.

Conclusion
VSAB using a probabilistic GMM was found to provide excellent agreement with expert visual assessment. The high agreement with expert visual assessment suggests that there may be value in computing voxel-level z-scores for amyloid images and that VSAB is a valuable single metric for quantitative assessment of amyloid images.
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